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Share your research at YorNight

YorNight: York Researchers' Night takes place on Saturday 17 November 2018 and provides a great opportunity to showcase your research to a wide public audience and to inspire young people.

The team are looking for your ideas for short 15 minute talks and family-friendly activities. Deadline for submissions is 12 midnight on Wednesday 10 October 2018.

- Take part in YorNight 2018

How to survive your PhD (and enjoy it)

All PhD students - particularly those in their first year - are invited to attend a workshop presenting a wide range of tips and strategies to help you succeed in your PhD whilst maintaining a healthy work/life balance.

Led by PhD students from across the University, the workshop takes place on Monday 22 October 2018 (repeated Monday 4 February 2019).

- Book your free place on the How to survive your PhD (and enjoy it) workshop

York People's Choice Award winner at the national 3MT finals

Congratulations to Jamie Khoo, third-year PhD student from the Centre for Women's Studies, for her outstanding achievement at the national Three Minute Thesis (3MT) finals. After winning the 2018 University of York 3MT competition, Jamie went on to the nationals and was one of just six finalists from 77 participating universities.

Look out for public engagement opportunities in 2019: Research Bites, 3MT and the University’s second Falling Walls competition. Details coming soon!

- Find out more about 3MT and Jamie’s research
Fairhurst kitchen is now a permanent fixture

Following a successful trial period, the kitchen for student use in the Library’s Fairhurst building has now been made permanent.

Equipped with a microwave, hot water boiler and a cold filtered drinking water dispenser, the Fairhurst Kitchen is located in LFA 124 to provide a space to prepare hot food without having to leave the Library.

- Find out more about Fairhurst kitchen

We want your expertise!

The York Postgrad Recruitment team are looking for current postgraduate students to take part in a focus group to discuss considerations students have when thinking about studying a research degree. If you have an hour to spare then join them for coffee, cake and discussion on Wednesday 10 October 2018 between 1-2pm.

- Register to take part in the focus group

All these news items and more can be found at the York Research Student Community

www.york.ac.uk/YGRS
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